Heavy Duty Lock Bolt Pin
Reinforced Corners
High strength rolled aluminum
corner brackets along with internal
aluminum key inserts held with
industrial
epoxy.
Heavy strength
Duty Frame
Features the strongest frame in the
pet door industry, made with 6063-T
high strength extruded aluminum
0.070" - 0.090" thick. Offered in 10
powder coated colors.

Weather Seal Brushes
Heavy Duty, dense weather seal brush lines
perimeter of each flap to eliminate drafts & air
leakage

Weatherized Flaps
Nylon reinforced, low temp &
flexible. UV protected &
treated for shrinking &
yellowing. Will remain
flexible in extreme cold
weather, self extinguishing
when exposed to flame, pet
friendly.

Specially Designed Spacer
Choice of 1" or 1/2" spacer to
accommodate any glass thickness

Spring loaded for easy one hand
operation, machine finished to match
folding panel handle.

Folding Designer Handle
Fold down security panel handle,
machined to match the Heavy Duty
Lock Bolt Pin. Provides easy control
of panel when inserting or removing,
folds down to minimize profile

Insulated Security Locking
Panel
Features the strongest, most secure
locking security panel of any pet door
made. Insulates perfectly due to
composite material design.
Constructed of corrugated high density
Poly Ethylene (HDPE} adhered
between 2 sheets of 27 gage
aluminum, then riveted between 2
sheets of rugged ABS, creating both
an optimal insulating and security
barrier.

Stainless Steel Strikes / Magnets
Stainless strike plates are riveted to the flap for durability & maintained proper
placement to magnet surface. These align with 1.5" alnico magnets
embedded in the frame of the pet door to create a positive flap seal. Magnets
are positioned along the sides and at the base of each flap, the number will be
determined by the size of the pet door. Optional High Wind Extreme magnets
are available for customers living in very windy conditions.

